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The study of core electron dynamics through nonlinear spectroscopy requires intense isolated attosecond extreme
ultraviolet or even X-ray pulses. A robust way to produce these pulses is high-harmonic generation (HHG) in a
gas medium. However, the energy upscaling of the process depends on a very demanding next-generation laser tech-
nology that provides multi-terawatt (TW) laser pulses with few-optical-cycle duration and controlled electric field.
Here, we revisit the HHG process driven by 16-TW sub-two-cycle laser pulses to reach high intensity in the 100-eV
spectral region and beyond. We show that the combination of above barrier-suppression intensity with a long gen-
eration medium significantly enhances the isolation of attosecond pulses compared to lower intensities and/or shorter
media and this way reduces the pulse duration as well as field-stability requirements on the laser driver. This novel
regime facilitates the real-time observation of electron dynamics at the attosecond timescale in atoms, molecules, and
solids. © 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
https://doi.org/10.1364/OPTICA.5.001283
1. INTRODUCTION
In the past years, tabletop sources of extreme ultraviolet radiation
have reached the long-sought capability for nonlinear spectroscopy
in atoms [1–7] andmolecules [8–10]. These sources are based on the
conversion of intense near-infrared (NIR) laser pulses to high-order
harmonics of their central frequency [11,12]. Due to the highly non-
linear nature of the conversion process, they offer a temporal reso-
lution well below an optical cycle of the driving laser. This permits
the study of electron dynamics in their natural few-femtosecond
to attoseconds timescales [13], extending on the current state of
the art established at free-electron laser (FEL) facilities [14].
In the high-harmonic generation (HHG) process, the conversion
efficiency between the driving laser and the harmonic radiation is
generally low [15], and it further decreases when generating higher
photon energies [16]. Therefore, to reach the necessary extreme
ultraviolet (XUV) to x-ray intensities for sub-femtosecond (fs)
nonlinear spectroscopy, these sources ultimately require high-energy
driving lasers. In such systems, meeting the requirements for the
generation of isolated attosecond pulses is very demanding. The
combination of the necessary high pulse energies together with
few-cycle pulse durations, accurate carrier-envelope phase (CEP)
control, and few-percent intensity stability is still not readily avail-
able and is a topic of active development [17–19].
Previous research with high-energy multi-cycle driving pulses
has shown that combining high driving intensities together
with long generation media leads to an initial self-modulation fol-
lowed by a steady propagation of the driving pulse [20–25].
During the HHG process XUV pulse trains are produced and
the NIR laser pulses propagate for several centimeters without
significantly changing their properties, resulting in relaxed
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requirements on input energy stability in addition to employing
more compact setups.
On the other hand, HHG in short highly ionized media
implies relaxed requirements on the pulse duration for the isola-
tion of attosecond pulses, a process known as ionization gating or
transient phase-matching gating [26–33]. In this regime, usually
achieved with lower-energy few-cycle pulses, the rapid change in
electron density leads to a reduced phase-matching time window.
As a consequence, the bandwidth over which an attosecond pulse
can be isolated is extended.
In this work, we show that for high-energy few-cycle pulses,
the combination of steady propagation together with transient
phase matching leads to the robust generation of high-harmonic
quasi-continua at 100 eV. Through single-shot XUV characteri-
zation, we show that for long medium lengths, the spatiospectral
properties of the emitted XUV radiation exhibit low CEP
dependence and feature a broader continuum region and thus
strongly differ from what is obtained from shorter media or at
lower intensities. We reproduce the spatially resolved spectral
measurements with a three-dimensional nonadiabatic model that
provides experimentally unrevealed details about the process. The
calculations confirm that under these conditions efficient har-
monic emission at the cutoff region is limited to an isolated event
in time.
2. HHG IN A LONG GAS CELL
The experimental setup for the generation of the intense pulses in
the 100-eV spectral region and its application for the study of
nonlinear dynamics from inner-atomic shells of xenon are de-
scribed elsewhere [7]. As a summary, the HHG process is driven
by the Light Wave Synthesizer 20, providing NIR pulses with an
on-target energy of up to 40 mJ, pulse durations down to 4.3 fs,
and unstabilized CEP [19]. By employing a 17-m focal length
spherical mirror, the pulses are focused into different neon gas
targets, to an intensity of approximately 2 × 1015 W∕cm2.
This value exceeds the barrier-suppression intensity (BSI) for
neon (∼8.6 × 1014 W∕cm2), which indicates that the generation
medium is highly ionized, a condition necessary to achieve tran-
sient phase matching.
Despite the above-threshold intensity level in our experiment,
a conversion efficiency from NIR to XUV of 10−6 is achieved by
generating up to 40 nJ of energy in a spectral range from approx-
imately 60 eV (due to the transmission of the Zr filters employed
for filtering out the driving NIR beam) to a cutoff energy of
130 eV. This energy value is obtained considering only the
on-axis radiation reaching our detectors, thus neglecting any pos-
sible additional off-axis contribution (see Discussion). To achieve
the optimum efficiencies, we focused the driving laser at the
entrance of a 10-cm gas cell filled with neon at a backing pressure
of 20–30 mbar, which corresponds to an estimated 5–10 mbar
inside the cell. The measured efficiency in this spectral region
is in accordance with values reported with less energetic sub-5-fs
laser drivers in this spectral region [30,34].
The high energy content of the XUV pulses allows the single-
shot measurement of both pulse energy and spatially resolved
spectra [see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. This is done with an energy photo-
diode and a homemade XUV spectrometer, respectively [7]. The
acquired spectra exhibit distinct features that remain constant from
shot to shot, despite the random CEP of the driver laser (see
Supplement 1 for additional single-shot images). In particular,
the expected changes between modulated and continuous spectra
in the cutoff region [35] are not observed, but rather a relatively
stable and broad quasi-continuum, supporting the interpretation
Fig. 1. (a) and (b) Two single-shot measurements of the spatiospectral energy density distribution of the XUV beam generated from the 10 cm neon
gas cell at optimum conditions (NIR laser intensity of ∼2 × 1015 W∕cm2 ). The measurement reveals slight spectral modulations, a cutoff energy at
approximately 130 eV (2% shot-to-shot RMS stability), and the presence of off-axis even harmonics. Spatiospectral energy density distribution from our
theoretical model for a CEP of (c) ϕCEP  0, and (d) ϕCEP  π∕2. The calculation accurately reproduces the features observed in the single-shot
measurements. (e) Comparison of the on-axis lineout of the measured spatiospectral energy density at high and low intensities. (f ) and (g) Two single-
shot measurements of the spatiospectral energy density distribution of the XUV beam generated from the 10 cm neon gas cell at a reduced intensity of
5 × 1014 W∕cm2. At this intensity the expected changes between modulations and continuum in the cutoff-energy region are recovered.
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of isolating intense XUV pulses of sub-optical-cycle duration (see
Discussion below).
To exclude that this effect is due to a lack of resolution of our
spectrometer, we close an aperture before the focusing mirror,
reducing the intensity to below 5 × 1014 W∕cm2. This causes
a significant reduction in the XUV pulse energy, but the single-
shot spectral characterization is still possible. Under this below-
threshold intensity condition, the expected spectral behavior
is recovered: strong modulations are observed in the plateau region,
and the cutoff-region modulation varies from shot to shot [19]
[see Figs. 1(e)–1(g) and additional shots in Supplement 1].
Furthermore, the broadest continuum region is around 10 eV
in bandwidth, which is two to three times narrower than at higher
intensities. This confirms that at high intensities our results are in
agreement with the expected behavior from the transient phase-
matching regime [26,30].
For a better understanding of the dynamics underlying the
generation process, a three-dimensional nonadiabatic simulation
model is used to reproduce the experimental results [23,36,37].
We first calculate the spatiotemporal distribution of the driving
electric field at the entrance of the interaction region matched to
the measured intensity profile at the target plane (for additional
details, see Supplement 1 on intensity measurement and calcula-
tion). A peak intensity of 1.6 × 1015 W∕cm2, a beam size of
360 μm full width at half-maximum (FWHM), and a pulse
duration of 4.5 fs are used as input conditions.
The calculated driving electric field is then used as the input
for the theoretical model, which calculates the HHG process
in three steps (additional details on the model are provided in
Supplement 1). First, the propagation of the driving laser field
is calculated, assuming a cylindrical symmetry based on the non-
linear wave equation over the 10 cm length of neon gas at a pres-
sure of 7 mbar. Having the temporal evolution of the electric field
in the whole simulated volume, the single-atom response of the
medium is then determined. Finally, the wave equation is solved
for the harmonic field using the time-dependent macroscopic
dipole as the source term (the resulting single-atom response
and harmonic distribution are included in Supplement 1). For
comparison with the measured spatiospectral energy distribution,
the calculated harmonic field is propagated over a distance of 12 m
and then filtered by the theoretical transmission of 300 nm of Zr, as
in the experimental setup.
The calculated spatiospectral energy density distributions [see
Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)] are in good agreement with the measured
single-shot spectra. Besides the matching cutoff energy of 130 eV
and beam divergence of approximately 0.1 mrad, additional
features are reproduced, such as the presence of off-axis even har-
monics, which are a consequence of the sub-cycle changes in the
phase-matching conditions.
3. HHG IN SHORTER MEDIA
To understand the effects of propagation, we reduce the medium
length with respect to the optimum length of 10 cm. As an ex-
treme case, we first use a supersonic gas jet of 1.5 mm output
diameter [38]. This jet ensures a short propagation through
the gas by providing a flat-top gas density distribution profile.
An optimum efficiency is obtained when focusing the laser
directly at the jet, with a backing pressure of 3–5 bar, which
corresponds to a gas pressure of a few hundred millibar (mbar)
in the interaction region. The overall XUV-pulse energy under
phase-matching conditions reaches approximately 4 nJ in the
Zr transmission window, i.e., an order of magnitude less than
with the 10 cm cell.
When the laser pulses have a short propagation length,
the emitted harmonic radiation is expected to have a stronger
dependence on the input laser conditions. This is reflected by
the observation of strong shot-to-shot changes in the measured
spatiospectral energy density distribution. Despite the observation
of a higher cutoff energy and the recovery of stronger spectral
modulations, the radial distribution of the emitted radiation ran-
domly varies between an on-axis [see Fig. 2(a)] and off-axis [see
Fig. 2(b)] distribution (see additional shots in Supplement 1).
Unlike previous observations of ring-like harmonic beam profiles
[39], the effect is observed both for the medium being before and
after the focus.
In the cutoff region, an off-axis continuum is observed [as in
Fig. 2(b)], but modulations are always present on-axis. As a con-
sequence, the extraction of an isolated attosecond pulse would not
be possible without post-selecting the continuum region through
spatial filtering. To the best of our knowledge, the strong depend-
ence of the spatiospectral energy density distribution as a function
of CEP has not been reported before. We attribute this to the fact
that with standard millijoule scale lasers, a high-pressure medium
length shorter than 100 μm is needed to observe this effect, which
can be technically challenging.
We use the theoretical model again to calculate the harmonic
emission, with the same laser parameters as for the 10 cm cell, but
now for a 1.5 mm long neon medium at 240 mbar. Again, the
measured spectra are well reproduced by our calculations, agreeing
in the generated photon energies as well as the observed changes in
spatiospectral energy-density distribution [see Figs. 2(d) and 2(e)].
To understand the source of the measured changes in energy-
density distribution, we performed the same calculation but with
a variation of the experimental parameters, such as CEP, driving
laser intensity, and target gas pressure. These series of calculations
revealed that such big fluctuations can only be attributed to the
randomly varying CEP, within the measured stability of our exper-
imental parameters.
We investigated the transition between these two different
regimes by additionally employing a cell with an intermediate
length of 5 cm, under similar driving-laser conditions. In this case,
the spatiospectral properties of the emitted radiation are again
stable from shot to shot in comparison to the shorter medium.
However, the distribution of the energy-density differs from
the 10 cm long cell, despite reaching comparable conversion ef-
ficiencies. The off-axis radiation is still present when compared to
the results with the 10 cm cell. The off-axis radiation reaches a
slightly higher cutoff energy than with the 10 cm cell, but is lower
than what is observed with the gas jet, in addition to strong mod-
ulations over the whole transversal region [see Fig. 2(c)]. Thus,
the isolation of an attosecond pulse is not possible after only 5 cm
propagation. Again, as in the previous cases, the theoretical model
correctly reproduces our experimental observations [see Fig. 2(f )].
A comparison between the three different regimes leads to the
conclusion that long propagation media are necessary for having an
efficient and stable high-harmonic beam with a quasi-continuous
spectrum independently from the laser CEP. Additionally, the good
agreement between our experiments and the theoretical model
validates its use for the understanding of the underlying dynamics
of the generation process.
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4. DISCUSSION
We first investigate the driving laser propagation through the gas
medium. From the calculated spatial distribution of the temporal
peak intensity, two separate regions along the propagation length
can be identified [see Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. During the first 3–4 cm
of propagation, a strong reshaping occurs, where the on-axis in-
tensity quickly decreases, leading to a quasi-flat-top beam profile.
Then, for the remaining part of the gas cell, the beam propagates
in a steady regime with a relatively constant peak intensity of
approximately 8 × 1014 W∕cm2. This intensity is slightly below
the BSI for neon.
Upon variations of the input intensity in the order of 10%
[higher than our measured root mean square (RMS) peak fluence
fluctuations of 4%] the self-stabilization still leads to approxi-
mately the same on-axis intensity [see Fig. 3(b)]. This reshaping
and propagation effects results in an attractor with optimal con-
ditions for robust generation of harmonics, relatively independent
of input laser conditions.
The radially dependent input peak intensity leads to signifi-
cant differences in the ionization fraction in the radial coordinate
(40% at r  0, while only 0.6% at r  250 μm, while the
intensity FWHM beam waist is 360 μm). Upon propagation, this
causes an ionization defocusing, which increases in time for the
duration of the laser pulse. This is equivalent to a stronger
ionization-induced blueshift in the central region in comparison
to >0 radii, or in other words, to a self-induced dynamic wave-
front bending, also called the ionization-induced light-house
effect [40,41] as shown in Fig. 3(c). At the output of the cell,
the on-axis ionization reaches a value of 2.9%, which is in agree-
ment with previous results on transient phase matching [29].
However, our model additionally allows the further investigation
of the off-axis behavior and how this wavefront affects the spatial
isolation of the generated attosecond pulses.
To this end, we now analyze the spatiotemporal intensity dis-
tribution of the emitted XUV pulses at the detector plane located
12 m from the output of the cell. To understand the effects of
propagation, we compare the results calculated for the 1.5 mm gas
jet, the 5 cm cell, and 10 cm cell. Before calculating the intensity
distribution, we spectrally filter the harmonic spectra in accor-
dance with the theoretical transmission of the 300 nm Zr filter
and the calculated reflectivity curve of the XUV mirror used in
previous two-photon absorption experiments [7,42,43]. The
multilayer XUV mirror provides a 11 eV (FWHM) band-pass
filter at a photon energy of 115 eV, corresponding to the con-
tinuum spectral region.
For an input CEP of ϕCEP  0 (defined at the plane of the
focusing optic and thus shifting by approximately π∕2 when
focusing), the radiation coming from the 1.5 mm jet and 5 cm
cell is distributed over a wide area, and double pulses are obtained
on axis [see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. However, if the driving laser
propagates for 10 cm in the generation medium, the two sequen-
tial attosecond pulses become spatiotemporally separated at the
detector plane [see Fig. 4(c)].
With the goal of achieving high intensities for nonlinear XUV
spectroscopy, we calculate the spatially resolved instantaneous
intensity after focusing [see Fig. 4(d)]. The focal length of the
mirror is chosen to be 12.5 mm, like the one used in the previous
two-photon absorption experiments [7]. The pulses generated
from different half cycles (region 1 and 2, enclosed with a green
and red circle, respectively) do not focus at the same plane.
This arises due to their different divergence, a consequence of
the dynamic wavefront bending experienced by the driving laser
Fig. 2. Single-shot measurement of the spatiospectral energy density distribution of the XUV beam generated from the 1.5 mm neon gas jet, exhibiting
(a) on-axis and (b) off-axis emission. In the experiment, the spatial energy-density distribution varies randomly from shot to shot (see additional shots in
Supplement 1). (c) Single-shot measurement of the spatiospectral energy density distribution of the XUV beam generated from the 5 cm gas cell.
Significant energy is present off-axis in comparison to Fig. 1, (a)–(b), showing also a higher cutoff energy. Additionally, spectral modulations are visible
throughout the whole measured region, not allowing the isolation of single pulses. The lack of signal at radii above 2 mm is due to changes in the detector’s
clear aperture, unrelated to these specific measurements. Calculated spatially resolved spectra for a 1.5 mm length gas jet for a CEP value of (d) ϕCEP  0
and (e) ϕCEP  π∕2. Only the changes obtained when varying the CEP can accurately reproduce the differences between (a) and (b). (f ) Calculated
spatially resolved spectra for the 5 cm cell, again reproducing the features of the spectrum shown in (c).
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in the ionized medium. Experimentally, this allows the spatial
isolation of the attosecond pulses before focusing, i.e., through
an aperture, or in the near field, through a detector with spatial
resolution [44].
Finally, we seek to understand the dependence of the spatially
resolved intensity distribution with varying CEP. In the experi-
ment, relative low shot-to-shot fluctuations are observed irrespec-
tive of the randomly varying CEP. For the 10 cm long gas cell, we
compare the spatially resolved intensity at the detector plane for
an input CEP of ϕCEP  0, ϕCEP  π∕4, and ϕCEP  π∕2 [see
Figs. 5(a)–5(c)]. For all three CEP values, the spatiotemporal iso-
lation still holds, only with changes in relative amplitude and
spatial distribution. The on-axis lineouts over a radius of 1 mm
show a contrast ratio better than 1:10 between the main and the
secondary pulses, which is not achieved with the 5 cm cell [see
Figs. 5(d)–5(f )]. This result extends the transient phase-matching
regime by the additional spatiotemporal isolation, independent of
the input laser waveform.
In conclusion, we demonstrate that for the energy scaling of
HHG-based XUV attosecond pulses towards time-resolved non-
linear spectroscopy, the combination of intensities above the BSI
with long propagation in the generation medium is advantageous.
In comparison to lower intensities or shorter media, the reshaping
experienced by the driving laser mitigates the fluctuations of the
input conditions while at the same time leads to a spatiotemporal
isolation of the XUV pulses independently from the original laser
CEP. With the current advances in femtosecond laser technology,
our demonstration establishes a robust path for the development
of future intense XUV and x-ray sources. The good agreement
between the measurements and the theoretical model allows the
further tailoring and optimization of these sources, supporting the
current world-wide efforts towards the development laboratory-
scale nonlinear attosecond spectroscopy [2,45–47].
Fig. 4. Normalized spatially resolved instantaneous intensity of harmonics at the cutoff-energy region (115 eV, 11 eV bandwidth), arising from the
(a) 1.5 mm jet, (b) 5 cm cell, and (c) 10 cm cell, at the detector plane located 12 m away from the generation target. For the first two cases, the radiation is
distributed over a wide area, and double pulses are obtained on axis. However, with the 10 cm long cell, the on- and off-axis radiation (region 1, green
circle and region 2, red circle, respectively) becomes spatiotemporaly isolated in the detector plane. (d) After focusing the pulses with a 12.5 mm mirror,
the spatial separation of the two sequential pulses is maintained due to their different divergence, caused by dynamic wavefront bend of the driving laser.
Fig. 3. (a) Spatial distribution of the driving laser peak intensity inside
the 10 cm gas cell. Two different regions can be distinguished: the re-
shaping and the steady regions [separated by dashed line in (b)]. After a
strong intensity decrease in the reshaping region, the beam acquires a flat-
top shape with a stable intensity value around 8 × 1014 W∕cm2. (b) On-
axis intensity as a function of cell length, for an intensity of 1.4 × 1015,
1.5 × 1015, and 1.6 × 1015 W∕cm2. The same stabilized peak intensity
value is achieved after propagation for the three values of the input in-
tensity. (c) Spatially resolved instantaneous intensity at the cell’s output
plane. Due to the large differences in ionization as a function of radius, a
dynamic wavefront bending is induced upon propagation.
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